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INTRODUCTION

Common hand tools are very familiar to most woricers. In some case this

.familiarity breeds contempt for safety, that is. Workers may have learned

early to use these tolls incorrectly; in other cases, they have been using
A

the tools for so lonig that they simply become careless. Whatever the reason,

a large number of industrial aCcidents involve the-use of common hand tools.

'The National Safety,Council says that Kama tools cause eight percent of

all injuries covered by worker's coMpensation. Hand tools. and the ping

wood or metal they produce cut aff fitgers, cause bruises:puncture wounds;

and cut tendons and arteries.' Infections that develop from such wounds may
,

Also/result in time away from the job.

Tool safety' is a concern that workers, employers and supervisors mush

work on together, sb that (1) the right tools for the job are used, (2) tools

are kept and stored properly, (3) regular inspection and reporting procedures

are followed, (4) training in corredt safe tool"use is conti-Z4,and (5)

proper eye andface protection is worn.

Many accidents happen when tools are carried, stored orb passed from one ,

worker to another With th4 sharp edges pointed outward or when workers lose

their balance becauSe the weight of the tools. Using the wrong toolfor the

job, or using defective tools also causes accidents.

Thifr module discusses the proper use and maintenance of tool S, inctuding

the need for protective equipMent forlhe worker.

( OBJECTIVES
/

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able

1. List two responsibilities of the'employee. in chargeiof giving outools

from a central tool control. (Pag2 3)

.2., List four unsafe practices that can cause accident's with hand tool's.

(Page 4) A.,
/

3.' Name. the proper place to grip a hammer and explain the reason-for grip-

ping it there. (Page fi) r.

%.
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4. Name at least five,ways a screwdriver should not be used. (Page 4)

5. Describe the. danger of making the handle of La wrench longer with

.

pipe. (Page 12) -
6. Nime-the,direction in which thk worker should move a saw-when,ma ing

the first cut. (Page 13) s

7. Name one method of providing Ind protection hen working with chisels.

(Page 14) /
,

4,0

I

.

8. ---'Sttte.the reason fbrnot us'ing a- chisel as artam'er, wedge, or pry.
.

(Pagei 16) -
:

9. Name the correct way to cut wit[ie knife. (Pare 37'). )
.

10. List three types of protective clothing* that must be.worn when working.
r

with power tools. '(Page 18) .
r/ .

11. Name two ways that power tools should be stored. (Pige 21)

12. Name two ways to prevent electric shock when working with electrical

power tools. (Page 22)

13. Name two haza,rds that'are present when the air hose of aI' pneumaL;. ic 'tool,
. ,

is suddenly di-sconnected or cut. (Page 24)

14. Name one precaution to take when using a hydrauliN-kck. (Page 25) --

15. State theAin hazard associated with use of gasol)ne-powdred tools.

(Page 26

16. Name the person permitted to operate a powder- actuated tool. (Page 26)

Page 2/SH-19
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SUBJECT MATTER

N

OBJECTIVE 1: List two responsibilities -of the employee in

charge of giving out tools from ventral tool control.

a*/
- Although many tools, are tested by special testing firms and meet certain

standardsan employer is respOres'ible for seeing that all tools even those

that a worker brings to the job are in safe working condition.

The best way to keep track of how tools are being used or keptis to have

one place herb tools are.stored, where records, arexkept that show where and

when tools were bought, how they are being used, and how often they ar re- .

placed. The worker in charge of this should know (1) bow to use each tool

correctly, and (2) how to recognize when any of the tools are damaged. If

such'a system is used, and workers know they cop turn in damaged tools to get., .

new ones, they are more likely to use tools that are in good condition.

If tools are owned by'the.

workers, tratningishouldfbe given

to .workers 'on how \to decide.if a

tool is in poor condition and how -

to fix it.

In workplaces where there

ar only afew workers '1 a .

complicated system is not needed, .

a place where all tools cah'be

stored for use, such as in Fig-

ure 1; must be provided., Tools

Figurd Tool storage.
should be organized so they can

.

be found quickly, not left lying

around where they -cdUld cause accideMs. Keeping tools organized will also

'save time on the job, since workers will. not have to search for needed tools.

f

sl

Jr

C

'
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ACTIVITY 1: *

e

List two responsibilities of the employee in charge

of dispensing tools from a 'central tool conoy.

1

2.

1

'OBJECTIVE 2: List' the four unsafe Factices that can

cause accidents'with hand tools.-

Accidents.that happen with hand tools 're usually caused by one or more

ea.

unsafe practices:

Usi.ng a tool that is damaged.

Using the wrong tool for the job.

Using theright tool 4n the wrong way.'

Not keepingtools in good condition.

Although the employer must make-sure safe tbolslare used on the job, the

worker must also watch for damaged tools and turn them in for repair. The

worker must be careful about the proper handling and day'by day care oftools,-

which must be kept clean at all timbs. Metal partsespecfally. mustbe:wiped

clean after each use to protect them from rult.
-A

Any moving parts of tools such as pliers or adjuiStable wrenche4 must, be

lubricated regularly to pr'event wear. The cutting edges of tools should be

kept sharp,/since dull blades can slip and cause injuries.

Tools with handles, such as bammers, must cpcked to make sure the

qandle fits tightly into the head of the tool to revent the head frbm,flying

off and hitting someone. If the handle of a tool is rough or contains cracks,

sp4jnters or other defects, the tool should not be used as it could injure

worker's hand.

Tools should be inspecte befor each use to make sure there is no.dam- .

age. Tool damage can occir in o ays. Firs/a too>an be daMaged by

using it the wrong way. N. exa ple, using a screwdriver as a pry will change

the head of the screwdriver. If the damage is not noticed the next time this
\1

*The answers,to activities for this module can be found on page 29.

Page 4/SH-19
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Figure 2. Tool should not be
carried in worIer's pocket.

1.

screwdriver is used, it might slip and

seriously, wound a worker's hand.

Sebond, a tool can be damaged by using

it the wrong way so that it wears out and'

becomes dangerous.

Workers must be told how to carry hand

toolsthe right way. Carrying tools the

wrong way damages the tools and causes a

great number of workplace accidents. A

tool should never be carried in a worker's

pocket'-as shown inJigure 2. The tools

could'punCtu.re the worker or other employ-%

ees', passing by. Leather tool belts, Fig-

, ure 3a,and tool boxes, Figure 3b, are

effective for carrying tools safely.

When a tool is found to be defective,

it must not, be used until it is'prbperly

repaired./ Temporary repairs, like taping

the cracked handle of a haTmer, should

never be attempted, because the tape ell

hide the damage, making the use of the

hammer dangerous (Figure 4).

,Using the right tool in'the wrong way

has caused many accidents 'in the workplace.

The empluer must make sure that a worker

has been taught the proper use of each tool thafNwill be used for the job.

Then the worker must make sure that each tool is used properly.

The easiest way to do something is not always the safest way. For in-
s

stance, a worker using a wrench needs more leverage to turn a bolt, so rather

than taking the'extra time to get the proper s rench, the workel- ies a

pipe over the wrench handle to "..increase lever The result is that the

Figure 31 Tool belts and
tool boxes.

, 11/
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wrench slips from the bolt, comes out

of the pipe, and strikes the worker in

the bead, causing serious injury. A

worker/should (lever give up; safety for

convenience, since heor she is the

one who suffei-s the consequences.

Keeping tools in good condition

will increase the life, of the tools,

make the tools safpr to use, and let,"
,the worker do better work with fewer

risks.
*1

CRACKED NANCILE . Fixing and, keeping tools in good

li

condition should ,be carried but by

Figure 4. Temporary re t rs of

damaged tools are dang us.
,specially-trained personnel.

ACTIVITY 2:

.List the four unsafe practices that can cause accidents

with hand tools.

1.

2.

3.

4

4:

OBJECJIVE 3: Name the proper place t

P

hammer

and explain the reason for gripping, it there.

Perhaps the most often used of all hand tools is the(hammer. It is used

for driving, pounding, flattening, and shaping. objects, Before any hammer is

4
used, regardless of the type, it should first, be checked to make sure that the

head is not.loose and that the handle is not cracked or damaged. 'Many serious

.
injuries have happened whend,the head of a hammer hts.come loose from the han-

dle while the\hammer was hitting something.

9
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a. Claw (curved)

.

c. Ball peen

"

Hammers come in differ-

ent types and shapes, each

* made for a special purpose.

The hammer with which most

people arefamiliar is the

cowmon claw, which is used

to.drive nails, dowels; or ,

other fasteners. The

curved- cla.i- harwner, is shown

in Figure 5a, is used to

pullout nails-or rip apart

wood framing. If' the claws

are only slightly curved,

as the one illustrated in

Figure 5b, the hammer is

better suited to ripping

than to nail pulling.

A ball peen hammer,

illustrated in Figure 5c,

Figure 5. Hammer. is also known as a machin-

. ist's hammer. Its head iS

made for driving and-sap g metals. The top of the head is rounded for flat-
.

tening rivets. The.striking face is sligh rounded and is used for striking

chisels and driving metal pins and other metal-working tools.

A mallet, or soft-face hammer, shown in'Ffgure 5d, is used for pounding .

or driving where a steel-faced hammer would damage the work. Soft-faces can

bednade of plastic, copper, lead, rawhide, wood, or rubber.

sledgehhirner, as shown in Figure 5e,-is large and heavy and usually

swung with two hands. It is most often used for driving stakes or breaking

stone.

To give better control and a heayier blow, hold the hammer near the end

of the handle no matter how hard a blow youl need, because the force of

the blow is determined by the weight of the hammer and the distance the head

travells. If you hold it closer to the head, the blow is not as'hard and it is

411
1 SH-19/Page 7
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harder to hold the hammer-straight. *If a small force is required, then a

light-weight hammer,should be used with short swingi. Wildly banging a.nail

with a hammer is a dangerous pcactice.The nail could fly off at high speed,
,

hitting someone's face or eye. .

Safe-ways to drive a.nail are listed below:/

1. Hold the nail near its pofht With t umb'and forefinger (Figure*6 )4)1/
.

2. Place the point,,Df the nail on th ork. .

.

,

.

3. Then strike' the head of the nail several light bloWs with the,hammer
.

A

to start
6

the point of the nail ilito the wood. -.

4. Next, get fingers out of the way (Fi'gure 6b).

5. Make sure that the hammer hp the nail squarely.

.

Figure 6. Safe procedures for driving
a nail.

Page 8/SH-19

To pull a nail safely with a

claw hammer, the head of the nail

mits't be slightly abovethe4surface

of the material so that the claws

of the hammer can be pushedunder

the ad of the nail. The slot .-

twhibe en the claws should be caught

firmly around the nail and under

tithe nail head (Figure 7a). If the/

nail is a short 'one, it shoul6

come .out of the material when:the

hammer handle israised at right

angles to the material..' When the

hammer handle passes this point,

.the leverage is weakened. If

this happens, place a piece of

wood between the material and the

hammer as shown in Figure 7b. -

This' will place the hammer handle

in a flatterposition and improve

the leverage.

4
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A.

7;:

TO DRAW A LONG NAIL
. USE A BLOCK . ,f

1.4NDER THE HAMMER

Figure.7. Safe, ways to pull a nail:14ith a hammer.

ACTIVITY 3:
*40

Name the proper 'place to gi-ip ammer, and the ?Tason.

for grip ping it there.

I.

4

OBJECTIVE 4: Name at -1 east five/ ways ;,)screwdri ver

shoyld not be used.

.
,

. Almost .veryone has usetra screwdriver at one time 1)r another, and prob-

ably, at one time or another, almdt everyonthaS used a screwdriver, tricOr-
. ,

.

rectly. A screwdriver-has two basic purpOses: to4loosen a screw dr,to tight..

en a screw. But the screwai-iver is soften misused for other things, such as
.

for $rying,,Which'is very dangerous and should never be tried. The, tip of a
4 .

screwdriver is made hard to keepit from wearing. This means the blade is
,

brittle and can be easily-brdken if used 4s a pry" A brokensip can fly into ..

someonD face and cause serious injury. tg'the'face or yes. - , ,

. .. .

Because a qcrew,drtver is often misused, it is imp tant that workers'

know how dangerous. this.is. Things to avoid when using-a screwdriver are

,listed here:

12. SH -19 /Page 9
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A screwdriver must never be=used to check for current flow in an
electrical 'circuit (face, Lands, 'and eyes can be injured by the,
resulting flash).

e

A screwdriver must never betused as a chisel (the blade tip
will be damaged and hazardous) . a .

.

A sctewdriver must never be used to pdich.holet (the screw-
- adrtvercould slip and the tip would be driven into the hand).

. ''. The handle-of d screwdrivershould not be used as a hammer
(the blade can puncture a hand)`.

i
,

, .

. . .

\

Screwdrivers come in different sizes and shapes. Each is made far 'at*
1

.r.

specific ,job and should be used_onisly,for that-job.

WIDTHF BLADE
SHOULD EQUAL
LENGTH OF
SCFIEW LOT

LENGTH

OF SLOT
Choosing the right screwdriver

for a job means finding one where
I

47

,

\
'the thickness rof the tip-othe

screwdriver makes a good fit in the
.:'.. . i.--.

r/WIDTH screw.slot.' A good fit of the two
.,1 OF BLADE

,.. will stop the screw slot and.the

.jir ' bAMAGE SCREWDRIVER
POOR FIT. BLADE WILL blade tip from being damaged and

ANOSCREWSLTL- will:make it easNr to turn the
GOOD. FIT

fii screwdriver. The thickness of the

screwdriver's blade *should fit
.

Agly in the screw slot, andthe (
Figure 8. Fitting a b lade to

r
width of the blade should be about

4,,da
a, screw slot.

. the length of the slot, as illus-
..

tOtedin Figure 8. If the blade is wider than the slot, the work surface

will be marred. If the blade is too narrow, the screw head or the Sccewdriver

may be damaged.

Listed below'in proper order are the steps for driving a screw.cortectly.
4

1. Prepare the holes for the screwt by using pilot holes,,cati.nterbores, or

countersinks. . AP

'2. Choose the proper screwdriver for the job. The longest screwdriver that

is appropriSte for'the work should be used so that the'.greatest effort

can be applied with least dander of the blade slipping out of the slot.

3. Put the tip o.f the screwdriver in the center.of the slot of the screw.

Page 10/SH-19
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A 1

K
s $, 5.. With the left hand, guide the'screwariver into the screw.

6. .To.drive in the screw, turn they screwdriver clockwise. 4. '

7. When' taking anew grip with the right hand, steady the tip of the screw-

driver by keeping it firmly pressed into the slot of the screw with the

left hand. ,

9. Relax the grip of the thumb and finger of the left handwhen the scree

.0,,driver Is turning.

,

4: Hold the handle firmly with the right hand, with the top of the handle

-against .6e p'alm, and thumb and finger against the metal band below the

'handle, as illustrated in Figure 9.

. .

Do not ,try,to drive the screw any farther

than to seat itfirmly. Too much force can

RIGHT HAND TURNS strip the threads on the head of the screw.
SCREWDRIVER

Removing a screw is much the same as driv-

ing a screw. However, before you attempiqo

. ,

remove acscrew, the screw .lot must be cleaned

silEFT HAND HOLDS
EWORIVER IN SLOT

out to the screwdriver from slippihg.

- The direction you turn the screw for taking it .

out will be/opposite that for driving it.

SCREW /Proper maintenance, or dressing, of a

screwdriver is a Tust. The.tip of the screw-

-driver blade should be straignt, as shown in

Figurd 10a. A blade that tapers or is rounded,

as in Figdre 10L, will have a tendency to rise'Figure 9. Safeuse of
a screwdriver.

. out of the screw slot.

There are two- ways'of dressing screwdrivers: 0) by using a common fat

file, and (2) by. grinding.. If the first method.is used, the screwdriver must

first be held fi.rmiy in a vise. If you grind it on an emery wheel, make sure

that-the blade ()fr screwdriveris not held too long against the.stone. Too

much friction on the blade will heat the steel of the blade, and draw out the

14
SH-19/Page 11
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I

a. Tip of blade should be
straight and square

NEEDS DRESSING

,....

I
b. Blade with rounded tip will

sill, and damage slot
CP

Figure 10. Correct and incorrect screw
driver.... tips,. .

P\a!1 ACTIVITY 4:

A

"temper" (degree of toughness)

of the blade, making it soft_

metal. Duringthe grinding

process, the blade must be

dipped into a container of

water to. cool it. If the

blade changes color, it is

overheated. The blade should .

be filed or ground so that the

flat sides arras shown in

Figure 1& .

List five ways NOT to use 4 screwdriver., Begin each

sentence with "Do not."

1.
)

' 2. 1

-. 3

4.

5.

I

OBJECTIVE 5: Describe the danger of making thetandle
.

of a wrench longer with a pipe.

,--- ,

A wrench is ua for making bolt heads, nuts, studs, or pipes tighter

or looser. The open-end wrench, shown in Figure lla, is a most important

tool because it :can be used in so many ways.

Other wrenches have ends that are closed, as the box-end wrench, shown

in Figure lib. This wrench also has an angled head that can be used in,places

where a flat wrench cannot reach. Box-end wrenches are safer to use than

open-end wrenches because they are less likely to slip off the nut or bolt,

-but they *1st be used in places where you can get to the bolt or nut from the

top and they cannot be used when the bolt has to be approached from the side.

Page 125H-19
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N.4t is' importa t to choose the proper

r wreachvfor a given Job. The right wrench

;0Arse is decided by the location of the

eau cir biolt and t e size of the head. The

.'size of a wrench'is deter:mined bylthe

width,ofsthe_op ning.

If you:use a'Wrench which is too

r large, you* will round off the head of the

bolt or screw, and may cause the wrench

tO slip land cause injury.

To use.a wrench safely, the worker

must grip it firmly ,with the hand clear in

se-thenut should suddenly turn. The

wrench shoffld bepulled, not puShed..-*When the wrench is pushed, it is usually

toward an Obstruction; when it is 1101.1d, it.iS away from the obstruction.
,

There may be times when it isinecessary, to push a wrench. In this case,

spread the f.ingers.and use the heel of the hand to push the wrench. This will

prevent broken fingers if the wrench Should slip.

Wrenches havle been, designed witg the proper size handle for the si,ze of

the wrench. The worker must never; make the handle longer with a piece of.pipe

since the added leverage can ca)sg-the'wrench to break and injure the worker.

a.

Figure 11. /Wrenches.

i ,

ACTIVITY 5:

Describe the dan/Or-of maktrg the handle of a wrench

longer with a pipe., ;*

OBJECTIVE 6: Name the',direction in which the worker

should move a sew when making the first cut

Another often-used tool is'the hand saw. A safe saw is a sharp saw. Pk

saw cuts easily when properly sharpened and sel. The proper care and main-

tenance of a saw is essential for''safe use. Moisture on'the blade of a saw,

unless the surface is well protqted by a firm.of oil, will produce rest

-j

of

SH-19/Page 13
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DRAW SAW BACKWARD
TO START CUT

USE LEFT THUMB TO
GUIDE SAW UNTIL CUT
.IS STARTED

4
ure 12. Safe way to start

Athand saw.,

immediately. Rust will it and

roughen the smooth sides df a sa

blade. Saws should be:stored in a
f

dry place and hang up when not in

use. When a saw,is.laid down, it

should be done with care to prevent

it from dropping.

The cut, or kerf, is started,

by drawingthesaw backward across

an edge of the material on the waste

side of the line ('Figure 12).. The

\--blade should be guided with the tip

or the,first joint of the left

thumb, This must be done carefully

. to avoid cutting the thumb.

To protect the teeth of the ,

sawpressOre should be applied only
A Ix
as thaNsaw roves forward, and- the saw

should be plifted.slightlywhen pulling baA'yrthe cut. If too much pressure ('

is applied, or the blade is twistedjthe blide may break and cause an injury

A
to the hai 2d'or arms of Vheperson using the saw..

ACTIVITY IS:

Name the direction which. the worker should move a

saw-when making he first cut.

OBJECTIVE 7: Name one method of providing hand protec-

tion when working with chiselS.
,

Chisels,are both wpod- and metal-working tools. Wood chisels, as illus-

trated in Figure 13a and fp, are made to do cuttingutting jobs in hard to reach

places that cannot be reached with e saw or.plane (such as the rectangular

notches for butt hinges on a door).

Page 14/SH-19 17
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I

Figure 13. CoQmon type chisels used in industry.

.4

J.\ When a wood chisel is lised, the worker should chisel from the layout

z lind toward the waste wood. Then if the wood splits,, it will split in the
.1

waste wood./

A metal chisel,, as illustrated it Figure 13c is used fok cutting off -

rivet headsrsplitting nuts that cannot be removed otherwise, and many other

tasks J 4
The cbisel used must be big enough for the job it is to do, and the ham-

'mer,used should be ths:correct weigh, for the chisel size, the larger the

chisel,' the heavier the hammer.

k

Hand protettiom is c major concern in

working with chiSels since chiseir should

'only be'uied when shad). One method used

to protect the worker's hand is to push a
%

sleeve of rubber padding over the chisel,

SPONGE RUEIBEfl above the workers grip, as shown in F

ure 14.

Figure 14. Hand protection for Flying chips pose another hazard in
,usg(with harmer- struck tools.

working,With chisels, so people working in

the area should wear safety goggles or be protected from chip hazards by a

.screen around the -work site.
N

1 8

I
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When a chisel is held by one worker and,struck by another, tongs or a

chisel holder should be used and both workers should, be wearing goggles and

safety 'hats. The worker strikigg the chisel should work barehanded to avoid

losing grip. 4
I

c

Grind a chisel only whey (1) you have to res tore the angle of the bevel

(the sloping part near the tip), (2) Vie cutting edge has become badly nicked,

or (3) the bevel has become too short or rounded as a'result of careless or

frequent whetting. Whetting methods
i

are 0own in Figure 15. Use a common

t,

e

. RUB CHISEL BACK ' 'WHET LARGE BEVEL ON
AND FORTH COURSE SIDE OF STONE

.
4f CHISEL

REMOvIE BURR AND WHET
SMALL BEvEI,ON PINE
SI OE OF STONE

FLAT SIDE OF CHISEL
IS KEPT FLAT
AGAINST STONE

Figure115. Sharpenlng a chisel in a; safe manner.

. 4'

KEEP STONE
OILED

.

oil stone with fine grit on one s'e and coarse grit on the other to grind a

chisel. Whetting should not be pe;-formed on a dry stone4A general-purpose

lubricating oil should be applied to the stone.
a,

ACTIVITY

4Name one method providing havi.protgction whenwork- t

ing with chisels)

'OBJECTIVE 8: State the reason for not using a file

for a hammer, wedge, or pry., 4

Files, 4ike chisels, are cutting tools used Where it is not,a good idea

00 it is not possible to use another type of cutting tool. bse of the correct
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file for the task will help to, prevent injury while making the 'file last
.

Fonge. DO-not use a file.tat does not have a handle, sine this has caused r

many accidents;)

Files are formecrTf brittle steel that makes them likely to chip

or crack; so they shduld pever be used as t hammer, wedge, pry, ot as any
. ,

other tool.

A file sbould*never be cleaned by striking it against another object a

brush designed fOr cleanifig should be usOd. Small p4cps of metal collect in

thebteeth of the fife as it cuts, so to be safer, workers should always wear

safety goggles when trimming corners or edges of metal sheets. Weather,or

very heavy canvas gloves will-protect the worker's, hands from the sharp edges.

of sheet metal.

ACTIVITY 8: 11111Ir
State the reason for not using a file for a hammer,

wedge, or pry.

OBJECTIVE 9
)
Name the correct way to cut with a knife.

1

Knives cause Many accidents. o avoid accidents with 'them, a supervisor

should make sure everyone obeys the rule agaigst knife gOes-- they are too,
..,

dangerous. Good storage of knives can pre-

ventvent many injuries; as with other sharp-,t
edged tools, knives should be put away

V
after

.

-.FIBRE

EkTHER
OR

each use. They should always be carried and

Sored in protective sheaths, as illustrated

L

.RUBBER

in Figure 16, ., One important rule to remem-
SPACER

ber is never allow a knife to lie-hidden
.

in soapy water or-Oeneath stock, food, or .
Figue 16. Sheaths for sharp- -..mw. ,

.

edged tools. other material that might prevent it being

seen. t ..

Workers who carry a knife on a belt should put the 'carrie'r over the right

or left hip., rather than in front, to lessen the chance of a bad leg injury-in

case of a fall.

f'
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Choosing the correct knife for the job is important, both to, safety and
1 ,

efficiency. Many times a knife is used for a job where a more upropriate

tool exists. Workers who open cartons should use a knife with i'curved blade,

such as a 1 oleum knife, rather than a pocket knife, which doe's not allow

IL ,::
good contro of pressure on the cutt'ngedge, and may close unexpe ctedly.

Workers who use kmives ne p. my of room in which to work so tky willt.
not be bumped; and should always cut away qom.or out -of link wit the body.

Protective clothing should.pe worn (often a heavy leather apron) and the
..

hi,As'amd body kept clear of the.knife. If the knife must be)1;4 .d, a, cloth

...
for that purpose should be used and the cutting edge of the knif turned away'

from the worker.

It is Pest to buy knives that have guards or to add guards so
.

that the
.

,

wprker's hand will,n6t slide down over the, blade.

ACTIVITY 9:

, Name the correct way to cut with a knife.

1 OBACTIVE10: List thrilee types of protective clothing

that must be worn when working with power tools.

1

Good induStrial-strength power tools allow the worker to work more effi-

ciently, with less fatiggt, and often with greater accuracy than do hand tools.

But power tools made for VI/specific job are needed for the best results and

greatest safety. The attachmentsof these toils should be specially suited to

the material being used and to the extentof the Work.

Owners' manuals and training courses are useful for teaching workers the

Pest and-safest ways to use power tools. Workers must learn about switches'

and adjustments, and pr-acfice changing accessories on the tool before plugging

it in. Then they should practice on scrapcatertal (under supervision) before

using the tool on the job.

4orkers should also be taught to care for power tools by cleaning and

oiling them 'and to recognize woo or damaged parts. dean, well-lubricated

power tools make the job more efficient and sa Tools should be inspected

Page 18/SH-19
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at regular intervals for defects, tagged to record the inspectIon, and with-

drawn for repaiewhen.necessary. Repair work should be done only by trained

individuals.

(
1 *h

Although
.

most of the modern power tools have built=in safety features
1V ( which make them quieter, keep particles.of dust or material, confined, and

R
give better accuracy and control, the user must ?till look on the tools as

Nt
.

possibly hazardOus and take the needed safety precautions.

Protective clothing rivit be worn where, the user could get hit by falling

objects, sharp objects, or tiny bits,of metal, dust, br wood. Safety shoes,

with steel toes should be worn to reduce the chance o injury to the feet and
) . .itoes.

Safety helmets, similar to the one shown in Figure 17, must be worn to

protect the worker from flying objects and electric shock. To prevent scalp

dispose, each worker should have his or her own personal helmet.

t

PEAK BP IM

Figure 17. Head protection for workers.

The choice and use of headgear depends on the type of job. Various types

of headgear used in specific jobs are shown in Table 1. Helmets should be

kept up' and cleaned according to manufacture/I's instalctions and thrown out

when damaged.

Face and eye protection are *g4ven by adding special attachments to the

helmet, such as lift fronts, goggles,and unbreakable glasses (for workers

with prescription eyewear). A'

22
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TABLE 1. FITTING HEAD COVERINGS TO TYPES OF JOBS.

.

Safety
equipment

.

* Job ' 'Protection from

Hard at . Construction and :
fabrication

(

Failing or moving
objects

Bump hat ,,, ' Administration areas
and confined spaces

Cuts and bruises
to scalp

Welder's
skull cap

Welding and hot
metal

Burns to hair
4nd scalp

Sweat band , All Perspiration in
eyes and on glasses

Industrial-qualit,7 safety glasses and goggles prevent things from hitting

and piercing the eyes. They also have,stronger frames and safety lens that

must meet stricter tests for resistance to impact than .regular glasses.

.Ear muffs or specially made earplugs are needed if the noise level is

measured to be at a danger level by a sound meter'that determines'the decibel

(unit for'measuring sound) level.

Workers using tools with revolving parts,'such as circular saws, drills,

or grinders, should never wear jewelry, frayed or loose clothing, gloves, or

long hair'that could become tangled is moving parts of tools. Fire-resistant

clothing that is in good cdndition nd free of solvents, oil, or other flam-,

makles will protect the/worker from sparA thrown-from power

ACTIVITY 10:

List three types of protective clothing to be worn

when working with power tools.

2.

3.

""
,)
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. OBJECTIVE 11: Name two ways kat power tools should be .,

ta

stored.
, ,/

Power tools may run on electricit, compressed air, gasoline, hydraulic

power, or be powder- actuated. In all cases, a worker using them mItt concen-
.

trate on the job, since even one slip,could cause a serious injury. The high

speed, moving parts of the machine are dangerous. The power behind the moving

parts electrical energy, compressed air, gasoline - Can be dangerous, too.

Listed below are general precautions to take' when using plower tools:

1. Disconnect the power before changing attachments.on the tool and re.-

place and adjust guards before connecting the tool up again.

2. Power tools must not be left in an overhead place where a dangling cord

ror hose might cause the tool to be pulled off accidentally; neither

should the tool be left on the' floor with the cord in a position to

cause someone to trip and fall. .-

3.. - Power tools should be stored so that:

Cords and hoses are hung on hangers (not on nails, bolts,
or other sharp edges) or laid on the floor between pro-

tective strips.

Points, sharp edgeS, and blades are protected and not
touching other tools or placed where they can be struck.

by material being handled.

Certain safety measures for power tool use and storage are required by

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Apply to many

power tools:

Tools must be kept in a safe condition (the responsibility of the

employer).

Tools with guard(s) shall have the guard(s) in place when the tool

in use.

Workers exposed to certain hazards must wear personal(protective

equipment, meeting stand4''ds described in the federal regulations.

for the industries concerred.

Hand-held power toolomust.be equipped with ON-OFF switches.

Tools such 4s circular and,chain saws must have a switch lo that
power is immediately cut off when pressure is released.

24
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ACTIVITY 11:

1

Write true or false beside the following:

1. Cords and hoses should be hung on nails.

2. Points, sharp edges and blades should be protected.

Cordx.ad hoses may be,laid on the floor between

protective strips.

OBJECTIVE 12: Name two ways to prevent electric shock

when working with electrical power tools.

Tools are rouped according tclftheir source of power:

Electric tools such as drills, saws, grinders, and sanders.

Pnemmatic tools such as jackhammers, riveting guns, small
er hammers, and grinders.

Hydraulic,tools such as jacks. - ,

Gasoline tools such as chain saws, weeders, pumps, and

compressors.

Powder-actuated tools such as fasteners, hole punching and
rivet-tightening tools used with concrete, metal, masonry,
brick, and wood.

Electric shock the built-in danger of electric power tools is best pre-,
.

vented by keeping tools lunntng properly and making sure they are grounded.

Insulated rubber gloves, mats, and insulating platforms of various materials

provide extra protection, especially when tools are used in wet places. In-

sulated gloves should be ilecked constantly for Worn. spots. Jewelry, which

c,an conduct electricity, should not be worn when working with electric power

tools.

All electric power hand tools must be grounded to pr ent injury to the

worker or to the tool. An ungrounded electrical power too can cause an

electric shock and possibly death if enough electric curreot passes

through the worker's body.

Most modern tools have a third wire (grounding wire) built into the cord

to protect the worker frpm electric shock. One end of the, grounding wire is

attached to the tool housing and the other to a special three-prong plug that

fits the outlet of a grounded wiring system, as illustrated in Figure la,
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The grounding 13rong (or thfird prong) of a three-conductor cord should

NEVER be removed to match a two-conductor outlet. Instead, a.grounding,

adapt9r should be used to convert the two-conductor outlet. A short "pigtail'"

wise as shown in Figure 19'must be connected, to a suitable ground before the /

adaptdr can be considered grounded.

.es'

GROUNDED OUTLET

Figure 18. A three-conductor cord used
with a three - conductor outlet.

THREE
SLOTS'

ADAPTER GROUND

WIRE "PIGTAIL"

'C's,THREEMIRE
° SUPPLY CORD

Figure 19.' 'proper use of a
grounding adaptor.

Many modern, tools are !'double insulated," and do not need third-wire

grounding. These tool's are permanently marked by the words "double insulated"

or by the.symbol .4

Electric cords should be inspected daily and damaged ones removed frpm

service', because damage to electric wiring or insulation can cause the metal

parts of any tool to become conductors of electric current.

The rubbing or.cutting parts of saws and grinding tools cause many inju-

ries. To protect the worker, portable grinders and sawsmust have wheel 'or
.

blade guards. Workers must be trained to keep the working parts of small

electric tools away from theig:clothingand bodies,-

Sanders of-the belt a# disc type can cause serious injuries'if the rap-.

idly movingtool parts touch the worker's body. The sander should never be

started befol-e it .has been grasped firmly and placed on the work. When in

use, it Should always be kept away from thel6dy and clothing. Shirts with

sleeves below the elbow should never be worn around power'sanders.'

2F
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Sanders also make dusts which cenibe harmful if breattled, so a respirator

certified by NIOSH, ('National .Institute of Occupational Safety and Health)

should be provided on the worksite. Since dust can catch on fire in certain

cases, a fire extpluisher should also be on hand. .g

Workers should wear protective eyewear during sanding. Sanders in daily

use - should be cleaned dailT.with a vacuum cleaner. For special safety stan-

dards for grinders, abrasive (rubbing) wheels and their uses; check With the

Code of Federal Regulations for the industry involved. Clb

'Soldering equipMent may start a fire, causing burns or illness from

breathing fumes. Special precautions should be takenoto exhaust fumes and

smoke from the work area; Lead soldering is especT5llywdangerous, and special'

rules for exhaust'from it must be followed,r
ACTIVITY 12:

Name two ways to prevent electric shock when working with

0

electric power tools.

1.

2.

* 4..--,e 4

." OBJECT1111'13: Name tWo hazards that arte present when the
,

.

air hose of a pneumatic'tool is suddenly disconnected or

cut. .., .......

.

,
Pneumatic (air - powered)" tools present some of the see hazards as elec-*

trically-powered tools, plus some that are unique. For example, the air hose

of a oneumatic,tool presents a great hazard since it may be stumbled over or

caught and pulled-by other workers.

ales should'berouted overhead and not 1 t on; the ground where

they c be run.over and-cut by. vehicles. A b en hose flying freely can

strike and injure a worker, as well as causing Irani! particles'of materi-

als to blow aboutcreating a haiard to the worker's eyes and lungs. An

-thterlocking safety.connector, similar to the one shown in Figure 20, will

prevent the air hose from coming undone by accident.

I.
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9

Figure 20. An interlocking safety

. .connectocfor an air hose.

A

Operators of pneumatic tools,
r

such as, jackhammers and riveting

guns, should wear safetOgoggles,

ear shields, and safety shoes for

proteC4ion.

When using a jackhammer, work-

ers should never face each other nor

should any worker stand in front of.

a jackhammer or point,a jackhammer

toward anotherbworkei% .The tool

should be turned on only when it is

resting securely against the work.
--4

Two safetrzreVicef must be`ontall jackhammers: (1) a safety trigger

placed inside the handle where tbere is no chance that it can be pushed down

by accident, and (2) a retaining device to prevent the drill from being shot

from the barrel by accident.

Other air - powered tools such as nailers and staplers often cause injury

when they are set off by 2pccident:' Safety goggles and screeng!protect the

operator and fNa4workers from flying chips and fasteneEs. Detailed regulations

for pneumatic tool4operation appear in.24;.fa,4926.302, Section 0111ims 1-9.

ACTIVITY 13:

Name two hazards that are present.whqn the air hose of

a pneurhtic too] is suddenly!' disconnected or, cut.

1

Alt
OBJECTIVE 14: Name one precautiOn to take

hydraulic jack.

when using a

7 The danger in using a hydraulic jack comes not only from the very high

flelid pressure contained, but also from (1) using a jack that is too sinalf

for the job, and (2) using a jack to hold a heavy load instead of merely'to

raise the load, as is the intended use.

,28
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Caution should be taken when using machines amd equippent where fluid

presSure is transmitted through .flexible lines. The lines should be'inspected

regularly for small leaks that allow the escape of hydraulic oil that can -pen-

etrate the skin and damage eyes.

ACTIVITY 14:

Nameone precaution to take when using a hydraulic jack.

.

OBJECTIVE 15: State the main hazard associated with use

of gasoline-powered tools.

Gasoline-powered tools, such as chain saws, welders, fops, and compres-

sors present safety hazards beileuse the gases from them can cause fires or

explosions. These tools should be used only in well-ventilated areas and

--refueled only after the engine of the tool has been allowed to cool dor

Spilled fuel should always be flushed away quickly.

ACTIVITY 15:

Statethe main hazard associated with ust of gasoline-

powered tools.

OBJECTIVE 16: Name the person permitted to,operate a

powder-actuated tool. 4

Powdered-actuated tools such as the one shown in Figure 21, are acti'ated

in much the same way as'firearms, and the hazards of these, tools are similar

to those of firearms. A measured powder, charge drives studs, bolts, nails,

,and other fasteners into materials such as concrete, steel, andbrick.

Page 26/SH-19 29
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trialzie, FOTENER

gQ: POWDER LOAp

Figure 21. A powder-actuated-tool show-

, ing the tool, a type Of fastener`, and
the blank load..

The handling and storage of

powder - actuated tools must be

dohe with great attention to

safety; such tools may discharge

accidentally, richochet, and pro-

duce flying particles- of material

or'dirt.

Only licensed operators are

permitted to work with powder-

actuated tools. Operator quali-

fications and other requirements

are outlined in ANSI A10.3 (AiiteMcan National Standards Insitute). The oper-

ator must show a current operator's, card before receiving permission to oper-

a ate the tools.

Safe operating practices for the use of powder-actuated tools are the

following:

Toolroom supervisors shill give out such"tools only to persons
identified as qualified -operators.

If the tool misfires, tt:Must be- held in operating position for
at leas/,30 seconds,. Try to fire the tool a second time while
continuing to hold it 'in 4 firing position. If the tool mis-

fires the secondtime; Watt another 30 seconds with the tool
'still held,in the firTiig position. If the tool continues to
'misfire; carefully unl6adthe cartridge aid place it in a con-

tainer of water.

The operator and other workers in the immediate area must wear
safety goggles and hard hats that meet OSHA standards.

When using the tool in rallsor confined_ spaces, ear protec-
tion should be worn.

,

s A powder-actuated tool must not be operated in an explotive

or flammable atmosphere. - % ,

A tool must not be loaded until it is ready to be used.

". The: tool should always.be pointed in a safe direction loaded

or not.

Possible danger to nearby workers must be considered.

' The tool must be treated as a firearm at all times.

The blank cartridges Should not be used in normal firearms.

the tool and cartridges must be'stored in4a dry, safe place.
1,
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Operators must see tha,ttne tool clean, that all parts operate freely,

and that. the barrel is clear of obstructions. Any defect is cause 'for imme-

diate withdrawal of the tool from use.

Additional information concerning lawful safety procedures for powder

actuated tools is found in '29 CFR 1926.302, section 3, 1-12 and in 29 CFR

1910.243.

ACTIVITY ;16:

Write true, or false eegide the following:

1. The person permitted to operate a powder-actuated

tool) must Kaye a license. ,

2. Powder-actuated tools work in much the same way

as firearms.

3. It is safe to leave a tool loaded when it is not

in use...

4. If a tool misfires, throw it away.;
N
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1 .

1. The employee should know how to properly use each tool that is dispensed.

2. The employee should know, how to recognize damage to'tools that are in

inventory.

ACTIVITY

1. 'Using a defective tooi.'.

2. Using the wrong tool for the job.

3 1% Improperly 'using the right tool.

4. Improperly maintaining tools.

ACTIVITY 3

Grip a hamTer near the end of the handle, acause the force of the

blow is-determined by the weight of -the ha er and the distarte.it

travels.

ACTIVITY 4

Any fivd

1, Do not use a screwdriver to check for current flow.

.2. Do not use a screwdriver as a chisel.

3. Do not use a screwdriver to punch holes

4. Do not use the handle of a screwdrive as a hammer.

5. Do not use a screwdriver that does not fit the size of the screw.

6. Do not drive the screw in farther than needed to seat it firmly.

4

ACTIVITY 5

The added leverage can cause the wrench to break.

ACTIVITY 6

Backwards.
I

ACTIVITY 7

_iPush a sleeve of rubber padding over the chisel, abdve worker's grip.

ACTIVITY 8

The Chisel will chip or crack.

ACTIVITY 9

Awiy from or out of line with the body.:

32
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ACTIVITY lb

Any of the foillowin4: IP

,Safbtyshoes.

Helmets.
)

Face protection (goggles).
.

.Industrial safety glasses. ,

Hearing protection (ear'muffs'or earplugs). - r

ACTIVITY 11

1. False.

2. True.

3. True.

ACTIVITY 12

1. Proper tool maintenance.

2. Adequate ground*.

ACTIVITY 13,

1. The air hose can whip Alt and injure workers.

2. The air hose,can blow about harmful dust and partyes.

ACTIVITY 14

Any one of the follbWing:

Use a jack that is big etagh for the job.

Never use a jack to hold a heavy load.

Inspect lines regularly for leaks. /

ACTIVITY 15

Fire or explosion.

.

ACTIVITY 16

1. True.

2. True.

3. False/

4. False
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